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Article abstract
Experts in the field agree that criminology has shown its lack of capacity to
examine critically its object, crime, as defined in penal law and see four factors
that have contributed to these lacunae, the applied and normative character of
the discipline, its proximity to political power, the national and international
social climates that favour penal repression and actuarial management rather
than intellectual enlightenment. But then, asks the author, how to explain that
under similar social and political conditions, a group of British and Irish social
scientists have emancipated themselves from the discipline and chosen a
larger field of study, beyond criminology as they say? And how was it possible
for the Canadian Law Commission to explore the radical question “What is a
crime ?” and to put twelve researchers at work on case studies that
demonstrate the incapacity of penal law to apprehend and control severe
social harms, rejoining the British and Irish colleagues’ move ? Is the
professionalization of the discipline responsible for criminology’s difficulty to
“think critically” ? The author sees a glimmer of hope in the will to change
name shown by some criminology departments, a small move that the
Canadian Association and Journal of Criminology have already made, adding
the word “justice” to their title.
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